We give a simple proof of Wiener's theorem on the reciprocals of absolutely convergent Fourier series.
ABSTRACT.
We 
77^0
Now suppose ¡/ll < °o and fix) has no zeros. We may assume, then, w.l.o.g., that |/(x)| > 1 for all x. Determine P, a high enough partial sum of /, so that ||P -/|| < 1/3, and consider the sum
We will show that S converges in norm.
We have, namely,
. Hence Max 11/P"| < (3/2)"; also (l/P")' = -nP'/Pn + 1 so that Max |(l/P")'| < 2zA(3/2)" + 1, where A = Max |P'|. Thus we have the estimate ||l/P"|| < (3A27 + l)(3/2)". Since we also have ||(P -/)"~ '|| < ||p -/ll""1 < 1/3"-1, we obtain the bound ||(P_/)"-Vp"|| < (9A22 + 3)/2".
Thus S does indeed converge in norm. In particular, then, S converges uniformly, and the sum of this geometric series is clearly 1/fix). The
Fourier coefficients of l//(x) can therefore be obtained by term by term integration of the series S, and we conclude that l|l//W|l<Zl|(P-/)""1/P"||<oc, as required.
In the very same manner, one can prove Levy's extension of Wiener's theorem, that if F is analytic on the range of fix), then F(/(x)) has an a.c.
Fourier series. Namely, one simply considers ¿""■'<f<'»(/(t). P(,)r, n n-
72=0
and just repeats the very same steps as before.
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